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INTROPUCTION: A LAWER LO(JS AT SOCIAL SCIENCE EN THE,COUPTS

4

"The CivilbWar Amandments.did not turn matters that are inherently
incamensurable into mere.matters of arithmetAc."

JUstice Felix Frankfurter, in
Cassell V. Texas (339 U.S. 283, 291 (1950)).4111

"In the problem of racial iscrimination, statistics often tell
_much and courts listen."

. JUdge John R. Brown, in Alabama v. U. S.
(304 F. 2d 583, 586 (5th Cir., (1)62)).

In this issue of the CLARINCHOUSE; Jim Loewen descrIbes, concisely and in understand-
able terms, the of various types of social science evidence arid statistical analysis in
contempor4ry ra and sex discrimination cases: The discussion is designed to familiarize
civil rights la rs with an array of recognized t hniques available to marshall and
interpret evide kh ways &tat will assist a cour4 in discerning the wrong alleged. The
issue may also lp to demystify the regal process social acientists, providing them
with a better derstanding of how their research cah erve the needs of judicial decision-
making. /.

These
in the pers
ceedings. T
twentieth c
science jud
U.S. 537 (

Stamped th

crete.and current illustrations of socia1 science in action should be viewed
tive of continuing controvefsy over the role of social science in court pro-
t role, of course, is not of recent derivation. Nineteenth and egiely
tury decisions of the Supreme Court are replete with unacknowledgea social
nts, as when Justice Brown, speaking fdr the Court in Plessy'v. Ferguson,(163

96)1, upheld state segregation statutes with the observation that it such laws
colored race with a badge of inferiority,

..it is not by reason of anything found in the act, but solely
ause the colored race chooses to put that construotion on it.

S iar1, in cases such as Lochner v. Ncw York (198 U.S. 45 (1905)), the Court struck
J,Lown pro tive labor laws with statements that "it is man4est" that limitations of the
Tiours of labor cannot be premised upon the need to protect the health of workers, prompting
Justice Lmes to remark in dissent that "the 14th Amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert
Spencer Social Statics." Decisions like Lochnet;led reformer-advocate Louis D. Brandeis
tO 900{ o marshall and systematize'soCial science knowledge in briefs demonstrating the
reaso le*bases on which state legislatures could have relied in enacting'protective labor
laws. ih Muller v. Oregon (208 U.S. 412 (1908CT-The Supreme Court upheld )Oregon's law
barrin the employment of women in factories for morpthan ten hours a day, d' tinguishing
Lcchne on grounds that the Brandeis brief had persuaded the justice§ that re was ample°
justif ation for the

widespre4d belief that a woman's physical structur;e, and the functions
.

she performs in consequence thereof, jystify special legislation
restricting or qualifying the Oonditions under which she should be

tted to wovk. (Id. at 420)

e use of social science in the courts entered a new more controversial phase with the
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Supreme Court's decision in B v. Board of Educatiton .(347. U.S. -483 (1954)). The Court

supported its oonclusion- that te laws c11,11ing for ractal segregation ofpubli`c schools

had a detriroOntl effect on 1,)fack childrpn with the statment that, "whatever may have been

t,he extent yf esychological kricsaledge at the till° of Ple"ssy v. Ferguson.this finding is

wryly suppoi-ted by modernuthority;" the Court adderW citation) tEe-farrouS footrlope 11, to

the writiits of Kenneth 13. Clark, Gunnar Myrdal, and other prominent psycholcigiRtg Itrid

sociologis. Sane 'of the furor over grown may have been stimulated;by the diffeving cir-

cumstances in which it used social scieriEe.dv.idence. In Muller and pther cases, Brandeis

briefs wre employed to sustain the exerci Ao. of authorIty-by state leg4slatures agai.nst the

Court.' s tendOncy to impose its own economic and sociolog,ical theories to strike dbwn. such

laWs. -In contrast, n Brown and incteasingly since, social science has bden marshalled in'

supi)ort. Of effort tb Cli-a-frenge state .laws; ealling upon the Court to exercise authoNty on

71-

a-

r
3.

behalf
This ha4..opened. the way to char-cps that courts were engag-

ing i ii jud'icial lawmaking based ulion nothi.ng -more, than si:iii..gcterice-conclusions_that were_

controverte(I and ephemeral.

Most civil. rights lawyers (this. one inc-luded) c-ontend, however, thtiii. the Brown decision

did not rest on the social science authority cited in footnote 11.. Rather, we beHeve that

the basis of Brown was the fundamental nural judgnunt aide in the Pourteenth Ahendment

that black peo0e had a rIght "to exemption from unfriendly legislation" (Strauder v. West

V.2iirg_inia, 100. W.S. 303, 307-308 (1.880)) direc'ted aqaint thcfn because of their-race,. tEat-

class i f icat ions 'i n this soc iety can be upheld on ly if they Meet the heaviest burden

of usti f icat ion. Sócil. science authority was itd b\:(,; the Court only to add weight to the

decisign tO i...)ersunde r)eople dint i.t was important. r the Court to take,this difficult

step 130(7,1L1Eo the lives of children were being dara:106'1 by segreciation -laws. Ironically, it

was this effort to foster tyipular acceptance of the decision 'that4'led to the greatest

-coiltroversy.

Ti civil I-ights lawyers argue that !sociology was not. 'in fact or properly the basis of

t1-2 Browil decision, .how can we contend that statistical analyses and other social science

eviden-&) shoufd.pl.ay a central ro.4e in determining whether voting procedures, tinploymont

tests, or similar practice9 violate civil rights laws? 7

A s.ijnple but vital distinction must be made. In 13rf5wn, the Court was dealing with

state laws imposed by a'dontinant white rnOoritY on 4 polacally povvvr],ess racial minority.

The issue was whether such laws, explicitly classifyingikpeople by their race could be

squared with the fundamental values Enbodied in the Constitution. Tviost of us would agree

with Edmund Cahn that such a.crucial decision should no mote be made to depend on shifting'

=social saience judgments as to whether the classification was harmful to those affected by

it, than persons denied 'the right, to vote or to the aid of a lawyer in a criminal proceeding

should be put. to proof that such deprivations caused thun measurable injiilry. In-the cases

discussed in this CLEARINCIIOUSE, the issue is whether policies or practices that are not on

their face racial in eact are, governed by racial conAiderations or, alternatively, whether

nonracial justifications offerecl-r- practices that have racial effects ate well grounded

and persuasive. In 'such situations where facts are ambiguotis,.-their imPliciations unclear,

or relevant information is lacking, experts can be of real assistance to courts in triterpret-

ing the evidence and reaching conclusions. Statistical disparities that appear to the

untrained observer to be insignificant, upon the application of recognized techniques .of

analysis mly turn out to be me4riingful (or vice versa). EmplOyment tests that appear to be

valid predietors of job performance may in fact havE; major deficiencies.

Social science can.be useful not only in discerning the role that race has played in

challenged practices 'DLit in aiding the search for legal remedy. In race diNcrimination and

other cases involving public questions, the role of courts is to apply "equitable

principles," and .equity, the Supremp Court has said, is "characterized by a practical

4 4
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cl i ty in shapimi its rdnetiless.and by a facility for recognizing 'publio and.-privateneeds." (Brov:n v. tioard of EduC"ation
(Brown IIt, 349 U.S. 294 (1955)) In a school desegre-

gation
caSri:Tc7i------6-Zciii)17(57-Wiiii.TFoiliTikie-sfro-lis-iiiay c-tr i se at the ren-Kly stage on whfch tlie

expertise of social scientists cud educators can be useful.. Of a number of proposed pleu3s,
which i.; likely to prove the most stabfe and enduring'? Which reassignment plan is best cal-
culated ty overcomf.- educational disadvantage? What other convensatory or renklialmeasures,are neded to overconu t.lhit. effects of p<ist segregation ind !,establish a clinutici! for equitable
treatnrnt in t.14e newly desegregated school? On each of these matters, judicial discretionmay bt., limited by legal principles, such as that comnunity opposition cannot. impair the cm-
st itut ional rights of. minoritystudents, Liut within those boundS nlost judges are eager toobta.in the ,iuidance of ex}.)erts and experienced observers.

..

Thel t u1r,' 1-Jsks, of mursL. :rho -1-ure of--nt,af -certainty that statisticai methodology
-offers -M-iy lea() to judgnrants.that, are neat, precise, and wrong. Sow social science conclu-Sions, such as those concerning vxxiien in the Brandeis. brief quoted irf MullQr, may inret.rcipect allxir very perishable. Yet except where social scimice is used ix)/ judges to
*wade the neod for adfiering to f.undanuntal constitutional'values, even perishable analyses
iiviy preferh,le to uninforiAxl judicial theory kised upon nEre speculation-.

Ind'eed, the principal constraints on the use ot social k:iepce -evidence in the courts
may be tho:;e that exist within the profession itself. At nust universities, there is flrnure a,.idemtc i)ayoff in publishing in a prestigious reoarch journ,11 then in preparing even
careful and well-crafted test inuny For lawsuit,. Sow social scientists may be loath t'of--ace the cross examination oF uninfonied but. overlikaring lawyers, to be bound by narrow
r`ii1(-s of 1(xla1 evi(lence, to draw conchisionS on matters that need study for another decade.Yet "lx,st. judgmf,-nts" are often des1.)er1'tely needed in legal .pdlic'y-making, especially whendefinitive conclusions are not yet available.. And, for the who ti.11. hold such reserva-
tions, an adnunit ion .of Holmes tiny prove usecul:

.is required of a min ior wotivinl tThat he should sliare .in the passionand action of his time on peril of being judge(1 not to have lived."

ot,

Volunk! 1 42 of Jobs Watch is flC\ 1 ).1h1(from the CentQr for Nat ional Pal yiew,Suite' 507, 1725 Eye Sti-eet N, YL-)n,DC.2000. 6 It-is free of charge.. Thisi ue foc,useS on sex d i scr inn nat i oi iemployment.
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HOW SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND LAWYERS CAN WORX TOGETHER

_L1portance of tne expeirt.

Until recently, the key elements required to

cial, sexual, or other discrimination were
infoxcTlawyr, and the development of the law.

usually_clear In Mississippi, for instance,. not

1968. Discrimination was obvious. .

obtain legal redress of a wro;Ig arising

threes a codrageous plaintiff, an
The factual basis of the case was

one black N.4its a highway pArolman in

Today, North and South, the factual situation is subtler. 'NO longer does'a large

company have no women as higher managers; instead, perhaps 17$ of its management are

women, and that proportion may or may not indicate discrimination -- other facts must be

known to place it into context. So a fourth element iS often required today in law suits

to reali4e civil rights: participation of a social scientist (or several) to make sense of

the suhtleties in the facts and to counter the inevitable arguments fom those in charge

that no discriminationawas involved.
,

CcumunicatiOn.across the boundaries of lawyer, socihl scientiSt, community activist,

andylaintiff can be difficult, however, ,for disciplinary boundaries are involved.

Sociologists speak a statiStical language that can only occasionAlly 6e comprehended by

other sociologists; rarely do economists write prose at all; and both groups are ppt off by

legal jargon. Furthermeire, the enterprise of studying a problem in order to develop) court

testhnony or exhibits is foreign to most social scientists, upon whorl-1dt places neW demands

for quick response and near-certainty. -u/.

On the other Oand, many social-scientists would like to make more of an impact upon

the world than their ivoiy-towered publications allow, and they generally would wish that-

impact to be in the direction of broadenlng opportunities, rather than increasing the

:resburces available to the privileged. Mbre lawyers might seek and use social science

testimony if they knew its uses and how to solicit it. And many community activists and'

institutional leaders could use social science evidence to bolster their programs if they

knew where to locate

Statistical.evidence and tests are usually-an *portant par,t of social science testi-

mony. Statistics is a branch of mathematics; it is therefore in most simple applications

an exact study; accordingly, two statisticians will usually not disagree on calculations

based oa the same formulas and data. There are too wide areas for disagreWent, however.

First, questions arise as to which statistical test to use and whether its assumptions have

been met.. Second,.what variables need to be. considered and controlled for before causation

can be inferred? Different anpvers to these questions can lead to different conclusions by

different experks, sometimes'erustrating lawyers and 'the court.

:Social science experts should be equipped to dek with.both of these areas of poten-

tial disagreement. They should know v:/hen the assumptionp upon Which a test is based can be

violated without damage to the test's power A- utility, and they.Should know what addition-

al variables a social analyst should control for in order to establish a relationship.

When they can address these areas competently, they are usually more valuable than

"straight" statisticians, for social scientists are conversant with statistical techniques

as well as-being knowledgeablekabout the sqbstantivv- area in which they've been askeDIA to

testify, Alle statisticians are often amateur'in, say, political socioaogy. But sihce

the statistical underpinnings of. the expert's testimony are "exact," s/he can develop tes-

EL_

.
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ymony that is more persuasive than merely "his opinion," ekpert thougb it may be.

. These articles will provide some instances of those teehnigues. They cOnstituterather easy-to-do researches that have proven courtroom utility. 'In the presentation c4testimony based upon these tedhnigues, it is mportant to-build in the court's mind the(correct) ippression that statistics is a science* and that the computed probabilities arethe results of exact mathematical ealculations, not opinion. It is appropriate, for
instance, tOr the tawyer.to %tisk. (questions that depionstrate that a given result (say, theexclusion of young adults from juries) could not likely have happened due to chance, .that
some cause_must have bee'n involved, and then to ask, "Is this your opinion, Doctor, orwould ahy cdmpefent social scientist or statistician have came up wi aame conoiu-sion?" The witness eanthen reply that virtually.

anypne_Woql_d_ha4e_used_the Same basic__-sfatistical-test-s/he did-and would have come out with identical calculationa.

The terms "calculation" ari4 "result" ark. recommended instead of "estimate".
"Estimate" has wide currency in statistic aria social science; we use the mean (average)incame of a sample of undergraduates, for instance, to form an "estimate" of-the meanfamily inccue of an enfire student body. But in common parlance anl in courtrooms'unusedto expert v'iitnessesoestilmate has a meaning that verges,upon "guess": To use the term tn..the courtroom may invite misinterpretation, therefore, since a statiAidal estimate is nota guess hut a precise calpulation that eventuates in a range or interval within qhieh the
true wpulatiod income Lto continue.Our example) is almost Certain' to- lie. '.It ia impor-tant, then, for tile expert to state, "I computed the hand of incomes within which the mean 'family inc. _. for the, entire student bocly is almost ,.cerfain to fall;that band is $29,600to $34,500 " later, then, the degree of confidence can be added, after 4iat c9ncept has1)een exNained tO the court.

.

Outl ine of testthiony

4

. 9-in)6ny or deposition of an expert-social,scientist will usuall follow this out-

4explanation of the nature of the dat4;
nature Of the statistical. test(s) performed by the expert; discussion as to .why theyare the appropriate tests;

presentation of the data and conclusicins;
discussion, even speculation, i'nvolving interpretations by the expert.

Each of these will now be discussed at greater length.

Qualifications. Move from the general to the particular. Begin with eduntion, high-
lighting coursework in research methods, statistics, and relevant substantive areas. Movethroucili teaching/rsearch experience, highlighting areas using the statistial techniques
or touching the sq)Dstantive questions relevant to this research. Discuss relevant con-
sultation, publication, and other4activities. By the conclusion orthis section, the courtshould perceive the witn%?ss as a well-qualified social- scientist who has particular. famil-
iarity with the literature and research methods related to the topic at hand. A thoughtful,
even artful, up-to-date vita buttresses _Ilis secti k 1.,

.

,e1\

"Science" is here used imprecisely, since mathematics isInot a science (just as qremmar isnot a form of literature)
. A
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lanation of the nature of the data, Prior witnesses or' discovery maY.have

geneat ern , ic case a at s needed is a reference to the appropriate exhi-:

bis and testiftiony. If the expert gathered-the data personally, she (e.._g.) should des/

.cribe in some detail how'this was done. If othrs gathered the dAa for the expert --

students, perhaps, or ,the plaintiff(s), .or a secretary of the attorney it is important -

that this work has be6a.done unaer the supervision and at .the behest of the expert ..Aness.

.
Therefo.re the social scieilkist should talk with the gatherers before they begin, tel4Ing

them what to watch for, what td collect, etc. Then they become agents under her supen-

vision; their interviewing technic-Ives have been refined by'her; they benefit from her ex-

'pertise. Otherwise- the data-gatheeing process may lose.credibierity and data mgy even lk

.inadmissabie.owing to hearsay. It is strongly reccnniended that the expert participate,

even if only miniimally, in every step of the,data collection -- that she do same inter-

_Views, for in:':Itance..
/

For,ethi,cal reasons, it is wrong to sulittiA. to ttie court ,(or op1x)sin( . counsel) complet-
.

ed interview forms Or cluestionnaires, unless releks we e obtained from all'respondentss,

allo/'ing,use of their names and opinions in. court.. Howev , names and addresses can be

separated fretil the forml-% and the forMs submitted "naked"; hen the other side CAn check the

work without ompromising confidentiality. Be sure the names.and'addresses cannot be sub-

poenaed; social scientists have gone-to jail for refusing to turn over records they did

possess, in order to maintaiu research ethics% Also be sure, that persons.cannot be identi-

fied from their replies, even if names have been deleted. Initial consultatio between

lawyer and expert can establish procdures Ao that the social 'scientist's Concern. for
A

"informed cot/it". is met whfle thp attorney violates no rule regarding destroying

evidenc.e.

Care mist be taken to ensure tlw admissability ot-.these crucial exhibits-containing

the raw data. Do'not a paraZIraph based on Census data without enclosittg a Xeroxed

copy of the Census 1.5ages on whillwh dt.is based; DO not suhnlit tables of voting results

without enklosing certified election returns, if available. In short, make sure to submit

ehe best available evidence, to ensure the least effective challenge to it.

Nature-of the statistical tests performed by the expOff and. discussion of their

appropriateness. To display research designs and data analyses clearly and understandably

to the court, a lay audience, is an art. Since unde5graduate students and the general

public also'constitute-impowtant lay audiences to wham social scie'ntists must communicate,

iC is an art well worth cultivating. The.expert will wint to be economical. Methodoloqi-.

cal. prowess can be demonstrated later in a journ,al,article; tailor testimony to the re-

quirements of the case and the legal situation. The expert should lo an extensive ancl

sophisticated analysis, if-appropriate, to ensure that.s/he is test-Trying honestly and to .

prOtect against unturned stones that might be flipped over by the other side in cros,s

exam.idiation. Aut do not allow "pressure6 from having dorle the Analysis to force "publica-

tion" in the form of complete presentation to the court ryf the results. Although the ex-

pert may have controllad for thirteen variables at once and developed a path analysis

,unprecedented in elegance, whatiks presented to'the court may ne(Ni.to he a single 3 x 2

tabre
4

For each statistical anall*s to he presented, the expert should prepare a. simple one2,

page exhibit showing the formubh,rexelaining how it woks, and citing referenqes in the ,

literature. This can help the lawyer write the brief even if the exhibit never gets pre-

sented to the court.

*kresentation of the data and conclusions. Ara presentation is ofeen the neglected

third of methods statistics courses (which include data collection, data analysis, and data

presentation, but often oVer-concentrate on analy§is). Perhaps that is why even experi-l*

enced social Scientists irittinZs make element-pry errors in data presentation. Specific-
.

1 r
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errors to-avoid and suggedtions as to how to proceed are found in the next article. Herelet me -just suggest: make ilhe presentation clear, simple, and effective. A complex table
should be byeken down intd timo tables or two bargraphs or maps. Be sure to include son- -tences of cdnclusion or interpretation at the bottdm of.each figure or table, because the

.court may later view the exliibit.without evtinecting it to the expeiLt's "prose" (testimony).
Indeed, the ekpert's testimony may be excluded by the trial court, in which case it willhave to get in the record for appeal via an "offer of proof," and.the experto's conclusiOnscan be more effectively stated on the exhibit' than hy the attorney speaking ext'emporane-

.ously about statistics in court.
;

Discu.ssion. This secti9n needs to be carefully reviewed so.that Witness and attorney
k/low what to expect. At-th4s pointe the data and conclusions haVe been presented; what.is_-needed is to"make the facts-4ing;"

alheattb-eheY once explained to Me. -Carefully con-
trolled speculation, based on logical and accepted social science_postulates,-is called%for. If the expert has determined,tht the white elected officials in a county have beenelected hy a white bloc vote, *bi- instance, while blacks have strongly voted for someoneelse, it also follows that thope:officials will likely be more responsive to the needs and
intereets of the white population than to their black constituents. After all, it'is an ,accepted vrinciple of political science that those who elect someor e! have more "pell" with
him or hei- afterwards than Nose who did not. Citations are legion. "Speculation" to thatpoint is hardly speculation but is ba4ed on-the literature.

lJ .order to avoid the charge of "speculation," ,l,i,e.attorney and the witness ust care-Tull restrain the scope of their questions and answers. The lawyer.cannot put &rds into
the )uth of the social.scientist: And an expert wlio is expert on everything is expert onnoth nq. There need to be areas in which tI expert does not claim expertise. SXheCann t claim to be eqOally expert in all areas of soeial srnence as they touch the (Tiestionsinvolved in the .lawsuit, without destroying credibility as.a true expert in C)ne of those
areas. The lawyer and expert should discUss this point carefully, particulaTly regarding
cross-examination questions. No statement should.be risked which the expert does not knowto be true. Useful is the phrase, "I. have no direct leno4ledge of that frun my own studies,although I- do have an opinion," Or, weaker, "This is outside the field of my particular
expertise, but ac an' informed .ocial scientist I can speculate as to what .most of my
colleagues in that area would conclude," followed by a pause. If the judge therc asks the
expert tO go ahead, any objection from the other side has been-headed off; if the judge
calls a halt, th'en the judge is in the position of appreciating the honesty of the witness-
and implying that the rest of his or her testimony has been expert. In sum, the phrase "I
don't know" can be a signal of strength, not of weakness..

Tips on PrOparation.

Lawyers and social scientists are professionals who face rather different situationsand have different needs. Both the lawyer and the scientist have in interest that the
expert testimbny flowtsmoothly and beconvincing, but ego or other problems can.interfere

,with proper preparation. Mese problems can be mitigated if eacttparty is aware of the
needs of the other.

Most basic is the need each party has to be heard and respected by the other. Lawyersin particular can sqmetimes inadvertently convey to experts that they are "hired hands,"
getting paid fbr their work and working for the lawyer, hence "beneath" the lawyer. While
the lawyer does have the responsibility of directing the case,ttinis attitude will not work.
Social scientists.do notlperceive themselves as employees but as consultants, a relationship
of equality. Mbreover, competent Social scientists see their wOrk as'partly directed by.the
data, not the lawyer, so that if they feel that a factual situation deserves complex analy-
sis, they will want to analyze the matter complexly,'even if the results are counterpro-
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ductive. Social science experts must be able to defend their research befor2,. other social

scientists, Whether on the other side of the courtrooM or later, in the forMiof a tenure

.review committee or editorial advisory board. The lawyer must have the patience to deal

with this characteristic of the expert, who is a professional and is concerned about

maintaining professional standards. Indeed, the lawyer should take time to seek out the

expert's advice on the best data to obtain, the metst poOerful ways to do the analysis, and

the best ways tb present the results.

At the same time, when it comes to the exhibits or 'testimony .to be preSented to the ,

court, the exper,t needS to defer to tilti lawyer. The expert should remain involved intel-

lectually, sugg04Ating every strategeec pointing out every potential weakness, and raising

every,oh iection .that comes to mind. But the. lawyer is expert on trial procedures and

-Strate0y. Although the expert- must tell the truth arid must not distort the factual reality

by errors or (lnissiops, within that precept, the expert should lisen to the lawyer's con-

cusions as to what iPias to be included, _what should be deleted. Be true to the data but be

responsive to, the needs of the caSe, and these latter are the lawyer's determination.

At the, inning of the relationship, the lawyer should be clear as to the contractual

respDnsibi44s o'f.Coth .parties (and the, rate and method of payment) . A letter of .agree-

ment is called for, for the sake of clarity and because the eXpert is otherwise ,going out

on a limb in:doing the work without guarantee of recctivenst?, even of expenses. lAlso, the

expett may need such a letter to denonstrate that the consultation ,and testi:irony did take

place. `1\Au-way consultation is. then requirexi to make .sure tkiat the data that the lawyer

will prlilv-ide the scientist (or that the scientist, will generate) will be the best. possible .

data, i_21 final form, gathered ethically. Nothing' is more discouraging to the scientist

than to cauplete an ele<lant computer run, only to learn -that some of the figures were pre-.

liminary. Because final. figures must be used in any analysis to be presented .to the court,
the lawyer should make sure the expert knows this and deli analysis until they are

avi abl e.

The lawyer .needs to .t'mderstand the statistical analysis and testimny. The expert

must.be able to make th.b-; analysis clear to the lawyer as a(_trial nin' towards making it

clear. to the 'judge: The lawyer, meanwhile, must take time to prepare this testimony, so

that s/he (k,R*F3. not ask statistically inane questions. Generally, if a question on direct

`...w.xaminat ion requires the t=xpert to do any ccriputation on the stand, that signifies in-

adequate preparation on the attorney's part.

.. At any break .in testimony, it is important for expert and lawyer to provide posit:I've

feedlkack..,to each other, even if it must be forced. The attorney should, be particunrly

sul-e to oompliment the witness, who will be anxious to know "how am I doing?" Suggestions

can, then be made in a context of mutual support; "coaching" the witness during breaks

must he avoided.

.
expert should be cautioned to be brief on cross-expination, not to volunteer a

lot, aild not to Allow harasment., For instance, if opposirlf oDunsel interrupts a'nswerS,

tlie witness should know that s/he is as MucT1 in charge of the conversation as is the lawyer;

therefore it may be appropriate to say. deferentially, "Sir, ybu have interrupted my answer

to the previous question," and then continue with what 'was being said. The witness should

also be advised to pause a moment before answering, to gather thoughts and to allow counsel

to object to the question if appropriate. And if one .is an "absentee" expert, lAiose ex-

pertise is based on statistical analysis rather than on-site research, is correct to

reply to the question, "You hayen't even been in Smith County, have you?" with a calm non-

defensive "no".

After trial, the 14wyer should be sure to send the expert a letter of thanks for the

successful testimony, Which may later be of use ta the social scientist's career. The.
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lawyer might also encourage the expert to publish in a social science journal.something
based on the analysis, which mdght then be useful in future cases, either as an exhibit or
to bolster-the expert standingof.its author; publication is also in the expert's career
interest. The lawyer can invite the expert to share a draft for prepUblication comment,
which will be helpful to the author and can also help ensure that unwi,ttingly counter-
productive statements are avoided in the article.

If pttorney and expert are both prepared, an expert is sometimes indispensable in
civil rights cases. The following articles present specific techniques that have been

liklccessfully used in court. Tlie expert and lawyer can lase or modify them to deal with a
'-wide range of issues likely to be encountered in civil rights litigation.

THE 1\IATURE OF STATISTICS AND RESEARCH
AS US IN MIL RIGHTS LITIGATION

Three Branches of Statistics.

Statistics in the courtrocm are not different from qtatistics in other applicationS,
but, this.Article cannot be an introduction to the entireAfield. Such introductions are
available, and I recamend several (Anderson and Zelditch, 1968; Loether and McTavish,
1974; Zolditch, 1959; cf. Freedman, et al., 1978, and Meyer, 1973). This article will .

constitute a sort of introduction to-Chose introductions; if I am successful the lay reader
should come Away de:mystified and with a grasp Of the-basic statistical/research process,
.particularly as used in the courtroom to oonvince people of social facts. Me-social
.cientist may glean some ways to present statistics clearly to lay audiences.

For our purivses the field<of statistics can be diyided into three parts: descriptive
:-itatistics, measures of association, and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics
survarize an otherwi:Te unwieldy body of information. Lf: we are examining 950 male
employees, for instance, we cannot. hold in our minds even so simple a characteristic as
their ages without using descriptive statistics. 1.1e data must be.pondensed: an age
pytamid, table,'mean. (average), or median (midpoint) might be appropriate.) Only then can a
second variable be plded, such as a cculparison to female enployees or employees at a
differentoeirm. Dc4!3criptive statistics cmprise the basic ,inforlmation that will be pre-
sentd to the court and will: usually be the most imix)rtant single part Of the expert testi-
mony.

A

Measures of association are statistics that tell whether two (or more) different
variables are consistently related. The simplet example of fuch 'a measure is a top-by-two
table:

Table I
)

Age,and Sex.at
Hyperbolic
Manufacturinc, Inc.

Above
40

Below
40

Male Female

494, 52% 108,_ 40%

)
1

.

456, 48% 163, 60%

930,100% 271,100% /
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Equally bdsic is the ccattergram; a simple eatample is-shown in "Analyzing Election Returns
for Racial Bloc Voting." Several statistical measurk;! ve been deVisea to descrilpe the

strewth of the relationship shmin in tables or sceAtte 4

\

showS a mild association bet4en sex and age:. Men are likely td-be ol er.

Two questions must then be Asked'ababt this'relationShip: what is its portaricer4nd what

is its statistical Significance. The ,"impartance" of a relationship is a difficult ncept

to define, because it depends upon the setting. .The difference between 51* and49%
crucial in politics, for instance, but probably trivial when cbmparing the proportionjof

whites and ialacks admitted to dental school. "Importance" is answered by the seat of one's

pants, by cammon sense, by social theory, by statistical measures of association in ntraE!

to measures between other variable pairs, and by the-expert in the light of the liter ture

or-Other. ca-§es-: "Significance' is a statLStiCai-dich-C'%t-thatmeAns-"unlikely'tp-ocour
owing to chance" and is the question posed (and answered) by inferential statistics.. In our
above example, if we have determined that 52% vs. 40% seems important, perhaps indicating,
some prejudice against hiring older women or same process that mitigates against female

fetention, then we.must find out if.a 12% difference could.likely have.occUrredrby chance.
(The article, "T Tes,for the Differelace of.Two Proportiorishows how to.do this.) -"If

chance could likely have produced the results, we accept jthe "null hypothesis" that

,nothing has been proven. Ifchance could not likely have produced the disparity, we con-
clude that sex (gender) CT sonething tied to sex was responsible.

In order to'qo to courtwith a f )ding (or in order to.persuade somebody of it in so-

cial_ science), importance and .siqnifitince must both be shown. Based on a sample of

420,000 ,rkers, a trivial' difference betwrel luo. groups can.be.statistically significant.

Al)d a vast.difference say 90'%, of whites,are adMitted to yeterinarian school,..c94kred to

only 1.4if- of black appl'icants -- can be statistically insignificant df&hased or-Ca'tiny same

.ple. .

,t

conttol Variables.

If one is to convince others of the toundness of one's conclu4ons, reasonable
aed

alterna-

the effects of contrpl yariables, ..An alternate explanation for our sex-age relationi

e explanations must be explornd discounted.. Another way of gEtti thsig is is to lookf
ship, for instance, might_ be that the firm has implemented an affirmative actiJon.ppogram.

duiLing the last five years and hited many wnmen in that time, while its male Workforce has,

slowly aged, augmented .by fewer new-hires. This is quite-a different explanation than the

two anti-women proCesses suggested earlier, but like them.it.asserts.that 'sex (gender).or

something tied to sex was responsible.". Therefore the observed relationship between se*_
ahd age can be accounted fbr by a4 of these three explanations or by several others:, bry
controlling for a third variable,(same competing. eXplanations.can be disoourited. .Jt the

least, the' social scientist and Thwyer should be.able to identify the major'competing ex-

planations that exist in the literatiare or are likely to be put forward by the."other.side,"

and control varfables shouid be-im estigated so as to be able to.camment On each Of these

explanations. Haw to control is s i by developing our recency of hiring example.

We mitjht control for recenc1 -.aelhiring by looking_ among part of the dataset: the

recently. hired. Table II.shows that the sex difference washes out. Among the recently

tired, ,sex makes little difference'to age. Neither does'it among 4he previously hired. The

apparent effect of sex'on .age -in Table I was really due to recency of biring; a third table,

with hiring:across the top and age on the side, maIes and females combined, would ShOW. this .

'hiring effect.,lith additional theory-and investigation and'additional controls, it might

be possible. to -resurrect the hypothesis that sexism is rampant- at Hyperbolic Mfg.,.bdt with4.

otilt more analySig, it loOks as if the affirmative action explanation does hold.
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\
41,

Table' II.. 'Age and Sex, by Recency of, Hirinl.

Above 40

B4low 40

Recently Hired qwithin 5 yearq Prey c*.isl Hired (51or more ears)

Male Female

82, 42% 80, 38%

118, 58% 131, 62%

t

200,100%
. '211,100%

Aale Female

,

412, 55% 28. 53%

,

338, 45% 32, 47%
..

750,100% 60,100%

Prosenting an arvaient ip social science (or making a factual case in court) typically
involves the four steps just described:

-after the data are gathered and analyzed, they are summarized effectively using des-
criptive statistics;

-relationships between tWo variables (or comparisons ,between two groups, which,amount
to a form of relationship between two variables) are presented using statistics of.associa-
tion, including tables;

7-important relationship§ are tested for statistical signiTicance;

7-impottant and significant relationships are subjected to further controls to see if
they hold up.

A Mdx of Pdblic Methods.

The keenest statistical analysis camilet establish anything if the raw data being
'analyzed were obtained through indefensible research practices. "Garbage in, garbage out,"
is a maxiM of computer programmers. Good research methods, methods that can convince
another social scientist or a judge, are public and mixed.

Methods.must be Public. That is, the means by which the data,were first generated must
be able to stand scrutiny for fairness. Any sample must be random (or nonrandam for a
reason). Any survey questions must be unbiased. And the whole proof,fram research design
to final product, Must be understandable to the lay public.

. An important conclusion should not rest on a simple finding or a singre method. Some-
times more than one study by more than one expert may be reqdtred. To support a change of
venue motionqanjbehalf of A black charged with murder, for instance, all of the following
might be appropaate:

--a survey of white attitudes toward white and black criMinals, asking sophisticated
questions of a random sample of white registered voters.

-a oomparison of arrest to conviction-and-sentencing statistics in the Qpitpt* by race

1
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over the past decade.

-7a.studAtif the proportion black on recent juries and venires callpared to the voiting'
age population.

--content ahaiysis of the treatment of black/White murder compared to white/white
nurder in the local newspaper.f'

Same social scientists and users of socIal science think all too quickly of strveys 7-
.questionnaires or interviews -- when samethiriI'Must'be established. Surveys do "create"
datit, it is true, but that data typically is not about topic X, it is about how people
think About topic X. Thus the survey of householders reported in "Selecting a Defensible
TaTiFfe and Using the T Test fbr the Difference.of.Tmileans th Mianicipal Services
)arImination Cases" does not reveal much about city services, but about Images and evalua-
tions of those service's

Often data need not-be created at all; often it already exists.. City planning depart-
ments, regional thonomic development boards, school systems, marketing firms, and ocher
bureaucracies maintain files of potentially useful material (cf. Hauser, 1964; Miller, .

1977). Other data are'just lying around, waiting to be picked up. If a high-school princi-
pal is charged with,racism, for example, why bother to construct a questionnaire, select a
sample,-and ask, if black-students are being excluded fram ImpKtant extra-curricular
activities 7- merely count old yearbook photos! Such data sources are called "unobtrusive"
(Wenbb, 1966).; they usually bother nobody, so they are ethically superior to surveys. And

'since their information antedates this use of it, it is Implausible' to suggest it was biased
- fioui its inception.

Creative use of existing data sources and unobtrusive methods help ensure that the data
are unbiased and complementary. Careful data analysis assures that defensible conclusions
have been drawn from the data. Now these conclusions and data.must be presented clearly and
effectively to an audience unfamiliar with social science methos and conclusions.

Cannon Errors,sin Data Presentation.

When the presentations of social scientists are unclearAlit is often because their own
training overemphasized data analysis (the controlling and inferential statistics that can
often become quite elaborate) at the cost of data presentation. Descriptive statistics are
easy; hence they aren't taught. Three errors are particularly common and should be singled
cut for attention so they can be avoided: non-intuitive mapping, overuse of numerical
tables, and mis-percentaging of tables.

A pair of shaded maps offer a rivetting way to show the court the relation between two
var,iables. For instance, students under my direction once shaded the census tract map of
Jacksqn, Mississippi, acCording to proportion of residential land that was zoned non-resi-
dentii.11y hames unprotected against commercial or industrial invasion. 'They shaded.black
all tracts Where this problem was pervasive, left white all tracts where it did not occur,
and used greys for intermediate proportions. The map then overlapped.almost perfectly with
asimilarly shaded map of proportion black in the populatipn. The resulting exhibit was

more effective than a correlation coefficient between % bTack and % miszoned could ever have

been. No more.th.in five,shading categories should be used in any map; they should progress
systematically fram light to dark. Colors don't reproduce well and should be avoided; grey
.shadih4s on plaatic film are_available from any office supply store. Usually, but not

always, the sail number of tracts should be shaded in each shade. If there are 40 census
tracts, it would make sense to set limits on the variable, proportion black, for instahce,
such that About ten tracts are shaded "heavily black," ten are "fairly black," ten "fairly

white," and ten "heavily white." The next map, showing the variable'.believed to correlate
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with race, can then be shaded with the same four categoiies, each with about ten tracts, 90
that if the maps overlap, then the relationship is apparent.

Bar graphs or other "pictorial" representations,should often replace numericalrtables.
qllie reason demographers draw age/sex populatfbn pyramids is because they show graphtcally
the proportions of people in varioul ageategories.. If you are tryintj to show why a 60%
black jurisdiction is.likely not to have An effective black vQting majority, comparative
pyramids by race can make almost palpable to the court the dramatic absence of young black-
adults in Southern rural counties. (See the artiCle on "Racial`-flloc Voting" below.) If a

..1)hoto is occasionally worth a thousand words, a graph can replace a thousand digits.

The final error to avoid is mis-percentaged tables. Like bridge bidding eules and like
th OthT LAciffiOnitiãhsr-in this artiCle, the following rule is not absolute, but a first
principle regarding tables is to put the "independent".variable across the top and per-
centage the table verti- lly. Tables I and II ar rcentaged in that manner,,ith sex the
independent variable wh ch may or may not affect ge. distribution. Occasionally social
scientists percentage tables so that the entire ble adds to 100%, rather than each
column, or so that the table is laid out horizoi tally. Sanetines there are yalid reasons
for so doing; usually there aren't. In Table I for instance, we wished to.knoW "does sex
influence age distribution," which anounts to a .king "are %Armen younger than men"?
Accordingly, we percentagol to answer, "X% of the Wanen are below 40, compared to Y% of the
men." Me proportions of 'Ax-i-rien below 40 and above 40 must add bp to all wcmen, or 1009;
each cell muest be divided 1.)y the column "marginal", 271.

Parametxic and Nonparametric Statistics.

Because statistics
spend a nvxlient to learn
noilk-irametrically. A p,
mean ingful zero )o int
could earn $10,9 1 as
mul t ipl ied. A f, ily

are often divided into "parametric" and "non-parametric", we must
these terms and their implications. Data too cane parametrically or
arnetric varlable is one that varies over a continuous range with a
necine, for instance, varies over a continuous range, so that one
1 as $11,000; $0 is meaningful. Therefore incomes can be added or

th $24,000 has twice the incane of one earning $12,000."

Nonparametric variables van) over a range without a meaningful zero point or a range
that is not continuous at, all. Religioh is-an example: if we divide the values of religion
as a variable, we might:have Protestant, Catholic, Jew, None, and Other. Is a Catholic
"more than" a Protestant but "less than" a Jew? Obviously this scale is arbitrary., and we
cannot add or multiply its scale divisions. Therefore, we must keep its 'categories
separate, and the only summarywe can present v.ould be a Mraraph or other repmsentation
the entire frequency disiribution, as in Figure 1. .

Figure 1. Religious Membership in Shale Count;7, Arkansas.
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Parametric distributions, on. the .other hand, can be represented by."parameters" --
most importantly, the "mean" and "standard deviatign". Since we gan add all the items to-
gether, we can then divide by the number of items to find a "measure of central tendency",

e mean, R. For many'distributions, the mean is a good shorthand summary telling where the
v.riab1 is centered; when the distrilution extends out.in one direction, the me9lian _(the
midpoint, found by listing all the cases from smallest to largest and selecting the middle
numher) would be Superior. The second crucial parameter measures the spread or "width" of
the distributiOn and is called the standard deviation or s (see Figure 2),.

Figure 2. Family:Incane in Shale County, Arkansas.
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Any distribution that looks reasonably like a "bell curve" or normal curve such as

Figure 2, can be described in good detail by its R. and s. Therefore, a number of Statisti-
cal inference tests exist which campare two distributions by comparing their parameters -- s

their means and standard deviations.. Other tests exist for nbnparametric distributions;
among theseare chi-square and the sign test. In practice, once the two parameters -- mean

and standard.deviation are mastered, there is little mystery involved in the dichotomy
between parametric and nonparametric statistics. Indeed, any variable or relationship that
is describable in parametric terms is also describable in nonparametric terms (the reverse
is not true). Income, for instance, can be dichotomized into "high" and "low" and treated
like Baptist or.Catholic. Sametimes nonparametric tests are more powerful than tests of
inference based gn parametric assumptions and'sametimes they aren't; often nonparametric
tests are easier to understand; these considerations should dictate the appropriate test tor
a given set of parametric data. The pages,that follow begin with a nonparametric.test (siin
test)'; because it can clearly instruct as 00 the basic ideas of inferential statistics and

probability. Then follows the most-Common parametric significance test, the t test. The

articles are written to be read sequentially. Each article7Introduces a statistical.tech-
nique in the context of a sUbstantive eNowple, such as discrimination in municipal services.
If you have little interest irn the substantive' topic related in an article, remember that
the technique or statistical' test has wide application to other topics.

16
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THE SiGN TEST FOR COMPAiR1NG HIRING/PROMMICV RECORDS
* FOR POSSIBLE bISCUMINkTION

Suppiose the University of northern Maryland (fiCt#ious) has thea pattern of waren
ty members.shown in'Table I. Obviously waren are underrepresented in the higher
ions. But the university may claiii.that WINN) Are less qualified, that they have
s of lesserguality, that they have publipheirless, that their Seniority has.been
by pregnancies. In such circumstances,,,having a set of full ppotessors 'that are 13%

may_represent mqual treatment or even.affirmative action on behalf of waren, the
e may argue. Haw is the cottrt to know?

Position proportionWren

Ftill Professors 13%

S.
Associate Professors 17%

Assistant Professors

Instructqrs

Part-time untenured

29%

35%

15%

4

The Sign Test (Si 1956, 68-75) ,can bie used to test these countering claims. This
simple statistical procedureN,. economical of time and resources, easy for judges or juries
to understand, applicable to a widevvariety of situations, and constitutes poweiful evidence
of the presence or absence of discrimination.

Basically it is analogous to a coin flip. For example, two Kofessors, one of each ,

sex, having identical ranks (associate, tenured, for instance) are probably not Identical in
actual qualifications. One is surely more qualified than the other, perhaps considerably
more. Like a single coin flip, either the male or the female professor has to be more
qualified, hence underranked, although if the difference is small, the Gairranking Would
not amount ico a full difference in position and could justifiabTY be disregarded by the
college. If the woman in our example happened to be more qualified, hence was underranked,
no one would assume ins4tutional bias, just as no one'would assume a coin to be biased if a
single toss oame up heads.

If nine out of ten flips came up heads, no reasonable persion would doubt that the coin
was biased. Inferential statistics hexe parallels comMion sense, for the-likelihood of nine
heads in ten fliPs is a mere .011 or 1.1%. That is, if we engaged in 100 series of ten
flips with an unbiased coin and an unbiased flipping procedure, only one of those series
would come'out with nine or more heads. Far more likely would be five heads or four, or six
or even seven.

Statisticians.an'd social scientists use this kind of process, inferential statistics or
statistical inference, to rule out "chance" as a likely cause of the result they have
observed. Thus if wedamassed ten pairs of Vita (resumes),, each pair consisting of a woman
and man of equal rankoqe could reasonably expect by chance that in about half of those
pairs the woman would in fact hay, superior qualifications, and in half the man would be
superior. If the women's qualifications were superior in nihe or ten out of ten pairs, then
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-to conclude that this happened.by cheipce would be wrongheaded, for it would occur by ehance

only 1.1.times in 100.
v

Through dikovery or other means, obtain the vitae or-resume's of 'all emp1oyee8. Xerox

them. delete names and all references to sex, and re-Xerox. These documents can now be

camparpd "blind' by'referees" who are obviously unbiased becuse they will, nbt km./ the
sex 01 the individuals whose vitas are comparing. Match each woman with a man of the same
current emplotmtnt rank within the department or area; if nrk than one man is available,
it is pórthnt to select your match randomly. (A later artic e, "Selecting a Defensible .
Sample' iscusses rapdom selebtion.) 1 /

Now.give to tha.expert; who should be someone familiar with college admillistra-
-4oni_porhaps_a_ var_dean_or_departiment_chairperson. S/he_is_then_to_choose4heArore_
outstandinvita o ,each pair. If there is no significant difference, a tie is'reported
and that pair is droppedtCutting the N. lab?

'Theresare obvious refinments that can .be added. For instance, yoii dould use miriple.

referees. Two persons could evaluate the entire sample, or someone with credentials in
natural sciendt could evaluate persons in that area, someone in the humanitieS;could

: evaluate those teachers, and-a Social scientist could evaluate social scientists; Ydu

might be in a" position eo evaltiate not. just the vitae but the entire promotion/tr!nure-files
of each faculty member, including copies of publications, teaching evaluations, and other
data.

To return to our mall example, suppose that this'blind refereeing showed that in nine

of ten pairS, the wklman's qualifications were superior. Something besides chanCe was
involved, c7ind While we cannot say that outright sex discrimination has been proven, we can
say that:whatever factor was involved correlates highly with sex. Thus the plaintiff has
shown a statistical paftern of discrimination, shifting the burden to the defendent to
esbablish that there is a mndiScriminatory explanation for the pattern. But owing to the

fact that the analysis was hlind, the expert has already anticipated any such rebuttal.

That last .statornent bears repetition and clarification. The expert was not privy to

the thoughts of the promotion-tenure committee or administration. So.s/he cannot tell

whether sex was a factor in promotion or if perhaps height was. WOmen are shorter than men,

and if the committee liked height, female shortnes may have held women back.i But scmething
held them back, something that is not job-rglated or..at any 1.-ate does nOt show up on t..le

vitae or other documents. Educati6711 backgrouid, for instance, does -s-how up on the vitae.

It mi.ght be alleged that:waren went to inferior colleges _01- did inferior graduate work, and

'that's why they were passed over. However, if the expert looking at anonymous vitae did

not recognize this inferiority, then it probAly does.not exist. Not only do you have the

expert's reputation as :an expert, but you also have .the blindness of the procOure to
increase credibility; the vitae themselves (with names removed) become 4n exhibit so that

the judge can make the test himself/herself.
, .

f
Now, even if there is substantial discrimination, thqre may not be a marked difference

in the direction of female overqualification in nine out of ten.cases: Therefore a larger

sample is appropr4te. Table IT shOws the level of significance to be obtained from-
different size samples.. "Level of 'significance," the crucial concept of inferential statis-

tics, means the probability that a g.

l

en outcome (or one even mote extreme) could have

occurred by chance. In our example, btaining nine or ten cases of femaljoverqualification
("heads") out-Of ten matched pairs (" a ips") would happen by chance 1.1 times_ in 100

atterpts; the level of significance is .011 or 1.1%. In social science we usually like to

have at least "the .05 level of significance," meaning a result that would occur fewer than

5 times in 100 by chance. Cur example, nine heads in ten flips, meets this criterion, and

almost meets the more'rigorous ".01 level of significance" tliat constitutes anothet common
. 18 . .
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Table IT. Probability ,or "Significance Level"

ReAplt-(# of positive
outcomes or "heads")

_

Trials (# t
of flipe)

-for Selectea RAltlts of the Sign Te

Probability of thaat result or -

222_22ES._2'15=Lila_2/422t__

6 10
9 -1G

60 100
'90 100

.377 .

.011

.029.
less^theA .00001

A-bend-142-k -in so51ak-science-- le-II-inilicat-e8-thAt-a larger sample filakes Significance
easier to obtain. This statistical or mathematical result is again parallel to coMmon

-

sense, for although we might not conclude that A college was unfair if 7 of i0 vitae showed
fenale overgiolification, we. would (and should) if:70 out of 10) did so. The level ofc
significance, the pronhbility of a result as extreme as observed or more extreme, is cal-
culable from what is called.the "binamial exParltion," but 'there is no need to know what:
that is; statistics books have these tables built in (Siegel, 1956, 250).

IL is hoped that many other uses of this simple technique Will suggest th6mselves.
Cbviously, initial hiring is amenable to the same treatment. It has been claimed that black
department heads and principals were placed under less.qualified whites after court-ordered
faculty desegregation in many.public school systems; the Sign Test could easily be used to
.see 4his was the case. In areas outside employment, the applications are equally wide.
Allegedly discriminatory tax assessments could be treated by it. To generalize, on any
occasion of alleged discrimination, if you can find a reasonable match for each person
the clas,s of alleged victims, and if you cannot quantify the nondiscriminatory grounds
which the decisiOns were allegedly made, but'can only assess them compbaratively and im-
precisely, then the Sign Test is apprippriate.

Always the aspect that is difficult to measure precisely is the aspect to be tileasured
comparatively. Sex and rank are precise: qualifications are not. Housing assessment in
the tax roles is precise; value of house (appraisal) is not. It is hard to establish
objective Atandards for comparing the many elements that constitute good lualifications for
a faculty member. It is.much easier and more defensible to claim that vita A was clearly
superibr to vita '13, and that vita D was better than C, and so forth, particularly with the
added safeguard of blindness, so the expert could not have exercised biaA even if s/he had
wanted to.

THE T TEST FOR THE DIFFERENCE OF IWO PROPORTIONS:
ANALynNG JURIES AND "MITTS FOR DISCRIMINATION

Juries are to be composed of peers of the person on trial. This has not been construed
to mean that left-handed Irish-American bartenders get to be judged by left-handed Irish .

Auerican bartenders but rather that juries should constitute a represenative cross-sectiOn
of tJe adult members of N community. Such samples should not be biased by race; sex, age,
sce 1 class, or any other salient social characteristic. If a defendant is to be judged by
a jL1ry whose composition is biased against him on one ok more of the above dimensions, the
leias itself can constitute evidence of unfairness and thus provide grounds for appeal.
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A random sample is representative. IeLleed, it represents ple populatiOn from which it

was drawn in every regard. Therefore if a reasonably large venire is drawn randomly from

the adult population of.a community, it should approximate,the average,height of that

population, its range of ideologies, and so on, in addition to its racial, sexual, etc.,

makeup.

Often a rallidom procedure is allegedly used, but on closer'examirlation iteproves to be

not randcrl at all. For instance, the same persons may be drawn repeatedly, tb constitute

at least some memdcers of a jury. The probability of this happening randomly is very small.

In at least pne Southern county, this device hAs,beenl\ited Jib bias juries against blacks,

for although each jury was racially balanced, the same lacks recurred/blacks who could be

t'elied upon to follow the lead of the white foreman. Alternately, a randam,proceClure may be

in place,.but the .underlying_popalation of names from which it selects maybe biAed, may

.not be a true listing of the adulE population.. If a two-year-old voter
jury selection, all adults ages 18-20 are left out, and since young people are less

to have reistered, malw persons ages 20-24 will also be omitted. Exclusion of college

dormitory addresses also excludes young adults from juries.' But in many "victithless". or

"lifestyle" crimes, if a jury is composed mainly of older adults, with sent representation

of what might be termed youthful points of view toward homosexuality, marijUana, etc., then

the defendant faces bias and is not being judged by a jury of his peers, a representative

selection of.the adults in the comanity.

To remedy the situation, you need not attempt to learn, through discovery or deposition

of hotile witnesses, exactly how jury lists are drawn, even though that information would

be helpful. You can simply test theresUlts of the procedure against "chance".

Suppose in Robertshaw County (fictitious, but the Census data Nre real),. Whose county

Seat is a' college town, the 1970 adult population contains 8949 people age 18-24, 47% of-the

adult population, while the 1978 county master jury list (MJL) included 108 young adults

(18-24) and 432 older adults. We wish to apply inferential statistics to draw conclusions

about the likelihood of a given outcome from specified original Conditions. InIthis

example, the basic analytic probleegarding posSible jury bias is the selection 'of a

sample from a larger base population. This problen is common to many other situations. For

instance, suppose a police force is 32% black, while the total labor force' of the community

is 59% black. Or there may have been 130 infant deaths in the previous 12 months, of which

52 were minority babies, while minority babies made up only 15 of all births:. In each

case, a statistician can state'that the disparity is too great to have occurred by chance;.

something else must be involved.

Table I. Votin9 Age yopulation (VAP) and Master Jury List (MjI), Rbb'ertshaw County.

J

Young adults (18-24) , 8,949; 47% 108;. 209,

Older adults (25 and over) 10,126; 539 432; 809,

19,075; 100% 540; 100%

2 ()
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The statisqcal test for analyzing whether a sample proportion is significvtly
different from that Of the population is the_t test for the difference of two proportions;
its formula is:

t =

% young in VAP jk young on MJL

( younl_in VAP) (% older in VAP)

botal number On MJL

All percentages...are...to hi)e expressed as-decimals,

t = .47 - .20 .27

(.47) (.53)

540

.021

-- 'lb see what this t value means, consult a t table, in the back of. any statistics text; this
t value means an MJL containing 20% or fewer yoLing adults would happen by chance far less
than one time in 100,000.

Let us take time to understand this formula and example more fully,- si.ce it is basic
to other related- tests, such as the t test for difference between two means. Note that the
formula involves a difference divided by a number, the latter expresed in,square root forM.
All t tests share this characteristic. The difference is the population proportion. (or
mean) minus the observed sample propdrtion (or the obserVed sample mean). Subtracting 47% !

minus 20% leaves 27%, or .27, 1-)ut we do 'not immediAely know if that difference is great or
trivial. Common sense (or social theory) indicates that a jury composed of 479 young adults
(perhaps 6 of- 1) mig* behave differently frqm a jury about 20% young (2 or 3 of 12). So
the difference seems important. But what a1xl5t statistical significance? Is the difference
meaningful statistically, or could it easily occur hy chance?

As with our coinflip examples, the answer depends upon sample size (N). 540 seems.to
be a large N, so again the statistiCal conclusion (less than once in 100,000 by chance)
parallels corrun sense. But hoc; did.we arrive at it?

A sample will .not exactly mirror the population even .if taken randordy. If the popula-
tion is 479 young adult, a random sample.Of 10 might include 5 young adults, or 4 or 6,
perhaps 7.. A sample of 1D0 would include about 47 young adults, and although 48 or 51 or 43
persons might be young, it would be unlikely to find 60 or 38 ;cpung adults in a rtindtm
sample that large. If you took,repeated samples, their young adult proportions would come
out about 47%; we could create a distribution of those proportiom,1 that wnuld look like
this:

Figure 1.

43% 459 47% 49% 51%

21
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This is the famous "bell-shaped curve" or "norMal curve" and it indicates, liKe cammon
dense, that 47% is a likely outcome of a sample, 49% is fairly likely, and 20% (our
observed outcome) is very unlikely!

A normal curve has two key ctiaracteristics or Parameters: mean-and standArd deviation.

The distribution of sample proportions will cluster ut the population proportion., 47% in

this case. The standard deviation tells how spread &it ihe curve Figure 2 shows-a

curve with mean 47% but s deviation of 20%. The shaded portipn of the graph indi-
)cates the likelihood that our ou come of 20% young could have occurred by chancecothts
broader curve, and we see that that likelihood, though small, is not-inconsequential; per-
.1101110s of the area is shaded. This curve would result,.incidentally, if our sample size'
were a Mere 6.

S.

Figure 2.

0% 79 27% 47% 67% 87% 100%

s_ = 20%
X

The standard deviation of a proportion is computed by the denominato
so our t value actually tells how far out from the mean proportion is our

tion, in standard deviations. The t table then tells how likely such a r
equiValent to the shaded area-on Figure 2. Because our sample was large,

deviation was aboa 29-, shown in Figure 1, Euld the probability o'f,obtaini

of young adults of 20% or less is vanishingly gmall, so there is no shad
figure. Any statistician should.conclude that the selection was Aict rand
influenced by age or'by some characteristic itself associated with age (s
registered to vote several years earlier). Age bias has been shown. WTI

been drawn randomly from the population. Same process or factor that is

young adults had to be involved.

Of course, the analysis is not-yet complete. We do not know what't
was, thid we may never know, for it may be simply a capricious clerk who

with university addresses in our college town._ But.we must check out s

tive. It may be claimed that the names were drawn from the list of reg
instance, and that since students are transient, perhaps maintaining reg
residence in another locality; young adults Oon'C register 14vcallv. Al

excuse the resulting jury bias, it is'quite a different process fi-om a c

we obtain access to vqter registration cards to find birthdates and oal
do this for a random sample if it would .1.3e too arduous to skim all the c

a sample,-we must slightly alter the formila (see Anderson and Zelditch
surveil all cards and learn that of 11.,440 total, 4920 or 41-541j "youn

Ter thfins between e MJL and the roll of registered voters; ating

again that chance could not have accounted for the fact of a 20* young
registration list.

Uses for this test are legion. For iristance, analyze the

ture readers, to see if the proportion of females in stories a
lation. Compare the percentage of women turned down for credit

of the formula,
bserved propor-

suit is, visually
it standard
1g a representation
area on that
but was instead

ch as having
could ngt have
)iased against

biasing factor
out all names

, prime lterna-
stered vOers, for
stration al

ugh that may not
pricious clerk. So

late ages. We can
s; if we do select

1968).. Suppose we
A disparity

,new t indicates
IL from a 439; young
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pdftion Of units have'plumbing problems in black- Compared to white-occupied public
housing?

Cur Robettshaw 6ounty example illustrates tfiat some bias had to be involved. ,,,,The
social scientist proceeds by considering haw probab1e the observed outcome would Se if
selection had been fair and random. If s/he finds that, probability extremely low, s/he
concludes.that an alternative hypothesis -- selection directly influenced by age or by a
characteri4ipitself tied to race -- mast be accepted. It is very hard to refute this
testimony, properly underspod.

SELECTING A Dm m%.IBLE SAMPLE
AND USING THE T TEST POR THE DIFFF m 6 OF TWO MEANS /

IN MUNICIPAL SERVICES DISCRIMINATION CASES

Mo§t people who aren ial scientists put too much credence in large samples.
Researdh.based on large samples, such as Equality of EducatiOnal rtunity (the "Coleman
Report"), is accorded undue praise and importance; when laypeopfegTO same social
scientists) do their own research, they tend to choose too large a sample. Students of
sampling know that the famous survey fiascos of the past were based:on samples that were too
large, not too small. For example, when the Lit ary Digest predicted in 1936 that FDR
would lose, the prediction was based on a sample 'of move than 50,000 persons; Gallup's pre-
diction of'Dewey over Truman, leading to the famous photograph of a grinning Truman holding
up the Chicaqo Tribune front page headline heralding Dewey's victory, was based on many more.
respondents than his more carefully selected samples of recent yearS.

How can a sample be too large? If it is not, random (or if its nonrandomness is not
understood and intended or compensated for by the social scientist), then its size is no'
guarantee of fluality and may even mitigate against quality.

How large should a sample be? That depends upon three factors:

--cost (including such nonmonetary considerations as time, personnel available, and
bother to respondents, if a survey is involved).

--plans,for data analysis.

--the need for representativeness and defensibility.

Cost, broadly construed, is a greater problem than sometimes appears. Many research
projects have lacked effectiveness because a disproportionate 'amount of time "and energy was
spent on 4ata gathering, owing to an ov.q.rlY 'large sample. The research process includes

'

most of tlitse steps (and sometimes other): consulting with the attorney(s) and client(s),
deciding upon a research design, developing a questionnaire (if a survey is the appropriate
method); pre-testing it, then selecting a sample, interviewing its members, re-visiting
those absent, entering the data into the camputer, completing a run, locating errors in the
data, correcting them, completing a second run, analyzing the results, interpreting them,
creating effective ways to present the data, and consulting again with the attorney(s) and
client(s), nbt only at the end but throughout the procesS. There are far too many other
steps to allow the interviewing, re-visiting, and data-entry steps to dominate the enter-
prise, which they will do if the sample is large.

As a rule of thumbs a sample size numbering 30 ("N" = 30) provides stable statistics
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and allows for percentaging. Suppse, for instance, thht,a co4Any claims to have no data

on the race of persons it has rejected for ehployment, but has name/address/phone numbers'

for .t.;hem. Suppose further.that.the company is located in a county witlia 35% black work:

forte, while itsiumployees are only 8% black. It would be tedious to learn the racial
identities of al74.818'disappointed job-seekers of the past 24 months at the factory, but if

in a sample of. 30, chosen'at random, 10 are black, it indicates that the proportion, 31%

black, is not.much different from the workforce in the county but is markedly different frdm

the workforce at the plant. Therefore, even so small a sample shows that lack of applica-

tions is unlikely to be'the problem; som6 hrm of rejection'after they apply is.differen-

tially affecting black applicants:

,
This need for an N of 30 applies, to subsets of theltample if these are to be analyzed

-separately. For-instancei-to-continue-the-above-example, if w6 wished_to_oompare_qualifiCa-

tions or test scores of white versus black applicants, then we need 30 in eNch group, or 60,

and if blacks make up 33% of the population of applicants,ato, obtain. 30 blacks in a random

sample of applicants requires an N of 90. More cample; internal comparisons may be re-

quired, necessitating still larger samples. For inStance, it y be claimed that a city is

not providing its newer black sui5divisiOns with street paving al to that provided white

subelivisions. Same older residential areas of the city may have be.en built for whites but

are now inhabited by blacks; it i8 not clairvid that those areas' are:afflicted by narrow or

poorly pavod street. Accordingly, we are now in a four-cell research design:

older areas (to be ignored
regarding this variable).

newer areas

t

4.

1

white black

. 709, 30%.

75%

25%

If the' city is 70% white and if one-fourth of its streets are categorizable as "newer," then

to have 30 city blocks in the "black newer' celI tequires a tOtal sample of 400 blocks. Of

cburse, there are also acceptable ways to oversample a particular category deliberately so

that fewer titan 400 blocks will nonetheless yield 30 "neWer black",blocks.

Gallup and,other national pollsters Predict the behavior of the'American electorate

from samples of 1600 people, or :0007% of the nation's population: This small sample is

more accurate than earlier larger ones because elements of nontandomness in earlier samples

have been carefully eliminated or reduced. Nonetheless, the public tends to believe that

"more is more," and since judges are members of that public, a study of street paving based

upon 30 white and 30 black blocks in a city of 300 O'would probably not be convincing, even

if statistically sound. The sample neglects thntire ')( neighborhood, it might be charged.

So to be convincing, a sample needs to be representative -- large enough, in this instance,

to include blocks fram each major part of town. Finally, it needs to be defensible. The

defense will partly be statistical, along lines already discussed, but sample size must

ultimately be a strategic decision. An instance of sampling in a municipal services in-

vestigation I conducted provides same pantereon sample size and on how to take a sample

proPerly.

The task was to study the rrunicipal services of a metropolitan area much, larger than
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Shaw; MiSsissippi., site of'the landmark municipal services discriminatiOn case of Hawkins V.Shaw (437 F. 2a 1268 [5th Cir. 1972]). The entire town of Shaw (pop. c. 2500) coulaTZ---7-surveyed and was, sb no sampling was required. But in a city ofk75,000 a total surved be prohibitively expensive.

' In order tb decide what N would be strategic, working With Dr. Mickey K. Clampit Idetermined how many blocks of streets there were in the city. This was no small task, re-quiring verification of the city map lpy driving perhaps one-fourth of 'the total streetmdleage, glimpsing all side streets, "One block" was giveh an "operational definition"different from a Census block, which is appropriate for population but not for analyzingstreet characteristics. On the corrected map every block received a unique number; thenumber of blocks in the city was found to be 6600. A sfmple must always relate to a popula-tion, wbich it is then supposed to mirror
accurat0Yriand_gar.population_N_was-66001 Wedecided-to-take-a 8.ampre of-6-6Wone in ten, because We felt it could be handled by thestudent assistants available to us and was "logical" to ten-fingeed judges;- for purposes ostatistical analysis, an N of less. than 200 would have sufficed. If I were repeating the -project, I would suggest an N.of 330, sUre to yield 200 residential blocks, for we did findthe data-gathering exhausting.

(A

The simplest way to take a tample is randomly. "Random" is a word often bandied about,As in "I" took a random sample of undergraduates at the Student Union." Such a sample is norandom, of course.' "Random" has a specific meaning: a random sample is drawn from theunderlying population in such a way that every member of the population has an equal chancof being included. (NOt every student has an equal chance of being at the Student Union;commuters, for one, may be undersampled.) A simple random sample is correctly taken byassigning each mepter of the population a unique number and then using a random digitstable, available in the bacli of most statistics texts.* A random sample iA crucial becait can be assumed to resemble the total population in all respects. Therefore if a rtionship is unearthed between race and unpaved streets, no one could.effectively ci
the sample only included rich white blecks, for instance, because a random sample would in-clude rich and poor white blocks in proportion to the population.

A
After sampling, we surveyed every included block with two instruments: a form report-ing physical characteristics such as street width, type of drainage, and number of streetlights, and an interview schedule asked of one household on each sampled block, asking aboutfireprotection, garbage pickup, etc. We had set up these forms to be easily computeranalyzed and had pretested them for clarity and brevity.

The data showed bias. .For instance, the mean (averaoe) street width in the blackcan-nullity was about 29 feet; in white areas it was 41.

Is a twelve foot difference important? W 1 king can hardly be permitted on bothsides of the average black street; the protecti to Sidewalks and children and the residen-tial quietude that'parking lanes provide would be lacking in black neighborhoods. Cgrikined.with p.ering and curbing differences, broad concrete streets compared to narrow tar stretsprovide a substantial increment in property values for white homeowners.

Is the differenc ignificant?' The appropriate statistical test is the t test fOr.thedifference,of two mean :

*There are other appropriate ways to sample, including "proportional random," "disproportion-al random" (deliberate oversampling of a part of the population), and "target" sampling; Mostof them relate back to simple panda= sampling for their basic justification (see Sudman,1976).
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the mean (average) white attiet
width.
the, mean black street'width.

!1i3c27 Fcc? the firtandard deviation of the

difference between theirearle.

Me

Like other t formulas, we See a difference divided by a standard deviation.' (If the

:has not already encountered,t tests, s/he should refer at this-point to.the kntroduc

'Aiscussion'in "The_T Test for th6 Difference.of Two Propoi.tions,".above.) The

:deviation of.the differenbe-of two meaf&-iiiiiiVtAgidegly-b0-greater-rthanthe-standard

deviation of a single mean. Each mean woUldVaryAif a different sample:were taken), so.

their^difference could yarl,,,mET.The formula fO4:;this.standard deviation reflect's this:

-go
4

The standard deviation ot,the white lean street width, in turn, will be small wheft.the

sample N is large and will be small wheh th* standard deviation'of the Variable itself

(street width) is small, and its formula reflects this:

fib

The easiest way to °One to terms with these formulas is by working*through a smaij example;

in turn, doing-the.:.calculations 'in the f*m of a-table makes them easier.. In practice, of

course, the calculatiOn wCuld be done by acoMpuiet, but there is no substitute for under-

standing once how it is done.

Table shows a.small sample of four blaek and six white,streets.. All we begin with

are the street widths; we calculate the mean; we subtract each width from the mean, xecord,-

ing only:the absolute (unsigned) value of the'difference.. Then we square those differences

and add them up. Substituting in our formulas:

VI

'

63

6 Xb3.24
At 942

3.24 15.3
9- = 1.45
Xw

\/3

= 15.3

8.81
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41.1 - 29.0

8.95
sit 1.35

- Checking a t table we find that t 1.3 is not si.gnificant. In everyday language, tobe less than the white mean by 1.3 standard deviations, as the black mean'is, could happen
by chance fairly often -- abaft 10% of thd time.* Although the black/white difference weesubstantial, the sample was too small fot it to achieve statigtical significance. A largersample would surely be highly significant.

_Table_ . Elack--and -White -Streets-- in -Small- Saanpl-e

xw. xw. (xw.w1 1

40 , 1. 1 55 26 676

'42 1 1 16. 13 169

*45 4 16 20 9 81

41
35 6 . 36

-.,.
25 . 4 16

44 3 9 116 52 942

41 0 0

247 15 63 116
29.0 feet.4

247
41.1 feet.

6

4

When& difference has been found to be significant, then the expert can say with
confidenceNthat chance dliraut account for it. Race or something aligned with it is almostsurely the cause.of the difference observed. Ldke the t test for difference of two propor-tions, this test has many applications. It is usually appropriate wherever .the variable (inthis case, etreet'width) 'can be measured parametrically -- that is, on a,meaningful numeri-
,cal scale. This holds true for street width, anything measurable in dollars, time units\
(such as years of education or days of sick leave); and other items of social impor-
tance.

*This statement is slightly.inaccurate for purposes of propadeutic clarity.
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USING THE I ipso OF DISSIMILARITY TO DETERMINE
ME EXTENT (F SCHOOL OR RESIpENMAL SEGREGATION

At one time HEW oonsidered a minority child segregated who attendea a school in which

that minority was in the majority; "Proportion of minority students in majority-minority

schools" then became a rule of thuMb to compare districts for degree of school segregation.

How simplistic: Any school system that was more than 50% black and was totally desegre-

ciated, so that each of its schools was identical in racial ratio, would by that rule appear

-to be caletely segregated:*

---Social-scientists-haveideveloped-at-least- half- a-dozen_more_sophisticated indices to

measurehe.extent to which a community's schools or neighborhoods are racially segregated.

Each has validity for some purpose, but perhaps the most popular and one of the easiest to

compute is the "Taeuber Index" (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1955, 195-245; but cf. Becker, 1978).

It has the advantage of being unaffected by the overall proportion of minorities in the

area. If a city is 10% bladk but clusters all its black pupils in tieo 45% black

schools, the Taeuber Index will pick this up; some measures would'nol- Hence the Taeuber

Index allows Comparison of different districts and of a_single district acrOss different

time periods.

Its uses in civil /...ghts cases are manifold. Suppose you'are suing a school district

alleging employment discrimination. It would be useful to show that the district also

operates its eleMentary schools in a segregative manner, to show that a pattern of racism or

insensitivity exists and to indicate that prior employment discrimination has had unfortu-

nate effects upon current institutional practices. TheAlkieber Index offers a quick way to

assess the amount of segregation among elementary pupils. c'

, .

The analyst 'nee the number of black pupils and white pupils at each schoolt.

decision must be made arding others: Asian Americans:, Hispanics, Native Americans. One

way is to leave-them out, doing only blacks andowhites,.;and then do the "third". ,!4roup

against whites, leaving out blacks.) D, the Taeuber Index or Index bf Disshnilarity, is

then,fourd by the _following formula:

D = ;t:(Bi/B - W;/W), for all schools where the term in the
parentheses is positive.

This formula is not at all forbidding. B. means the number of black children at the first

school; to divide it by B, the total numbir of black children in the district, yields the

proportion of the district's black kids at the first school. If this fraction is larger

than the proportion of the district's white children at that school, shown by the second

fraction, W1 , then the result for the first school will be positive and becomes a oomponent

W'

of D. Then on to school #2, and so forth. Tblfp I shoNs the entire process for a district

with five elementary schools. These schools are rather segregated, by visual inspection of

their enrollments, and the Taeuber Index does not disappoint, coming out a high 82.7. The

Index is not only easy to compute but also has a quickly graspable meaning: it represents

the proportion of minority students who would have to be transferred to majority schools in

*Readers will recognize that a heavily black but itself 'desegregated system surroundeal by

white systems is still segregated in the larger metropolitan qontext.
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Table I. Sakrete, N. J.t

School

Adam

Baker

Chas.

Dexter

Efron

# of Bl. Pupils

Schoo0; Analois for 14041 Segregation;

# of Wh. Pupils

0 100
1

10 90

20
40

80

90 10

100 0

Wi

.0 .36

.045 .32

.09 .29

.409 .036

.454 0

D = .827 or, as it is usually expressed, 82.7 on a scal from O'to 100.

mak

nedigive

negative

negative

.373

.454

Z= .827

order to obtain perfect desegregation, an Index of 0. (This is not an efficient means to
desegregate and is not proposed; any efficient means would involve two,way transfers, so
that majority students were. also being moved to previously minority schools; in that event,
the proportion of all students who viould have to be moved-would be much less.)

So we have4here clear evidence of school segregation. Taeuber Index rpsults can then
be compared to results for other cities or for the region to give meaning US words like
"highly" segregated. Most school systems in the Southeast now have Taeuber Indices of
between 7 and 25; indices are someWhat higher in other parts of the Country, particularly in
large cities (Taeuber and Wilson, 1979).

Housing is more segregated than schooling in America, particularly in the Southeast.
Taeuber and Taeuber (1965) gives residential segregation indices for more than 200 American
cities, with an update available for 1970 Census data (Sorenson, 1975). cities range from
about 60 to 98, with a maldian of about 88, and are so highly segregated that no city can be
much higher than the median: Therefore it would be hard to single out a particular
set of housing projects as particularly segregated compared to the nation, but it would be
easy to demonstrate that those projects were highly segregated in the abstrct or compared
to desegregated parts of the city.

While on the subjects of housing and school segregation, a caution: It has been
claimed that mpst remaining school segregation in AMrica,merely results from housing segre-
gation in a one-way relatiOnship. However, a more sophisticated analysis indicates that the
relationship between school segregation and residential segregation is xeciprocal, with
segregated schools helping maintain segregiked neighborhoods as well as the reverse (Cf. 38
SociAl Scientists, 1979).

The Index of Dissimilarity can also be used for many other tasks. Like the Lorenz
CUrve and its Gini Index, it can be used to measure income inequality. Instead of Bi
representing the number of black pupils, Ii would represent the amount.of income held by,the
lowest income category and would te divided by all income in the population under study, or
I. D would again vary from 0 to 1 and would represent the percentage of all income that
would have to change hands for income equality to prevail. For standards of comparison, D
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for income is about 40 for the United States. A higher D can be u4eful for showing that
the differences among ranks in an industry or university are important and connote
considerable income inequality, or for showing that, a Black Belt county is marked by unusual
income lieauality, indicative bf a continuing legacy 9f discrimination.

THE RUNS TEST FOR DETERMINING IF MINORITIES ARE BErNG CLUSTERED
f WITHIN A DORMITORY OR HOUSING PROJECT

A college that is leery of "inflicting" minority students upon its majority under-
graduates may know better than to keep minorities out oE its dormitories altogether or
segregate them into one dorm, but may,nonetheless group or cluster_them within certain rooms
or sections inside its dorms. To the degree that majority and minority students are aware
of.this practice, it is stigmatizing toward the minority student, and to the degree that
minority students are restricted in their choice of rooms, it is discriminatory toward them.

Similarly, A hoUsing project met confine minority families largely to certain buildings
or areas,Jpreserving the faicade of an integrated policy while maintaining de facto segrega'-
tion.

Of course, clusteriing can occur by chance. There is no reason to assume that every
dormitory floor would contain the same nUmber of minority students, or that minorities would
in every case be assigned majority roommates. Voluntary choice is also a factor in roommate
choide, particularly in post-freshman years. Although there often isn't a great range of
Selections available when-one rises to the top of the public housing list, chance and choice
play roles there too.

A statistical t.6.it exists to tell whether a :yen sequence of residences shows unusual
clustering or oould have occurred by chance. (To ri out voluntary choice would require
s6ne on-site investigat.ion.) It is the One-Sample Rufts Test.

Suppose a coin were tossed 10 times and the following seqUence of heads'and
occurred: HHHHHTTTTT. This is akin toahousing project with minorities in one
wing, whites in the other. A "run" is a series of identical occurrences; here only too runs
occurred! This would seem to be too few for a fair coin or a fair tossing procedure. Non-
chanceclustering seems to be involved. 'And the Runs Test Table from'Siegel (1956, 252)
indicates that statistical.inference again parallels common sense: the chance of getting
only two or fewer runs when intermixing five items of each type is less than 5 in 100 (5%
significance level).

Siegel (1956, 52-58) instructs how this simple test is performed. I used it to deter-
mine if Chinese-American students were clustering at Mississippi State University and the
University of Mississippi. (They were, but choice was at least partly involved.) The runs
test can be used,wherever small-scale segregation is suspected, such as when it is claimed
that:

--a teacher assigns apost minority students to seats in the back of the room.

--a history text treats women, but only in special "wcimen's boxes," not integrated in
with the sweep of.American history.

30
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--a newspaper prints stori4 and photos of black weddings, but only once a week,
clustered together on a page 110 themselves.

All of these examples are based Cn fActi, incidentally; each irvdicates the stigma that is

connoted by segregation; each alsoAndTcates a potential application for this easy-to-use
technique.

USING COMELATION, OVERLAPPING PE NOM MN, ROGRESSION, AND CENSUS DATA

TO.7NALYZE D ON RETIUMS FOR RACIAL BLOC VarINS

Introduction

Because election rulec and districts.Are typically drawn up by persons in power, and
beCause those persons are usually white, those rules and districts are often biased against 2:
minorities. For instance, blacks in Shell County, Arkansas (not the true count or state),

cannot elect any member of the,county board of supervisors. The county,is 66% black (1970
Census), buf as will be seen, that does not translate into anything like a voting majority.

If there were elections by fairly-drawn districts, blacks would likely elect at least two of

the five supervisors, allowing them same representation in county decision-making. In 1970,

redistricting was ordered, but the supervisors instead switched to at-large elections. The

white electorate, which constitutes an effective voting majority, elects all five.

If Ates frequently voted for black candidates, hen the lack of a black countywide
voting majority would not deter black political candidacies. But if whites bloc vote for

white candidates, then in conjunction with data showing the4Voting Age Population (VAP) in

the black and white populations, a social scientist can'prove,that blacks are effectively

shut out from the political process in the absence of redistricting.

This paper will show how to Construct that proof. 'In so doing, it introduces three

major ways to test for association befween two variables: eorrelation, overlapping percen-

tages, and regression. These methods complement each other and demonstrate clearly whether
there is an important association between the too variables. In this case, all three mer-

thods should be used to tell whether racial bloc-voting exists whether there is an
association between proportion white in the electorate and proportion of votes for the white

candidate(s):

Data Sources.

TO discover whether two variables are associated, it is necessary to have a measure of

the independent variable (the variable that may cause" or influence the other variable) and

the dependent variable (the variable that is "caused"). In the analysis for racial bloc
voting, the dependent variable (votes for black and white candidates by precinct) is easy to
obtain from newspaper reports or formally filed election returns. The best.measure of the

independent variable is actual turhout at the polls, by race, by precinct. Next best is the
registration roll by race by precinct, as of the time of the election, recently purged. If

neither of these is available, then VAP data by race from the United States Census can be'

used. When using a poor data source for the independe4 variable, such asunpurged regis-

tration.lists, it is almost impossible that the problems with the data would be patterned in

such a way aS to create a spuriously great cOrrelation between race'ot vickter and outcome.

Therefore the expert who finds strong evidence of bloc voting even using inferior data
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_Shoule, te able to tell the court that the results would doubtless be yet stronger-if better
data were available. This is a keneral principle.

1

Correlation Analysis.

When confronting two ets of parametric data that may be associated, such as propor.;-
tion black in student bodies and number of hours of advanced study by facultied, the first
analysie that the social sdientist should do is a correlation, to see if the two variables
are associated. It summarizes the strength of the relationship between variables With p
singlo number, r, and indicates the direction of the relationship with a plus or a minus

sign: (A negative indicates an inverse relationship, such as the whiter the precinct, the.
more votes for the black candidate.) If only a dozen precincts are being analyzed, it is
_possible to use a hand calculator; otherwise a camputer_is.necessary (see Nie,_et
1975). Figure 1, a scattergram, is a graphic illustration of this analysid.

riqure I. ,Ecological Regression Line
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Each point represents a precinct with the % of voters who are white and the % of votes fdr
the white candidate serving as the coordinates of the point. This particular scattergram
she* a strong positive correlation'between the % of white voters and % of votes for the

.white candidate. The 4ne is the "best fit line" or "least squares line" and is a way to
summarize the detail and approximate the patternof the points. The closer the points fall
to line, the stronger the correlation.

The coefficient of correlation, r, tells how.close the points are to the line; it can
vary in size from 0 to 1.0. When re0, there is no relationship between the two variables;
points on the scattergram form a cIbud. When re-1.0, the relationship is perfect: the
points form a line. Ih sOciology a.good r is in the neighborhood of .5 to .7. In voting
cases r typically is .8 tO .995, astoundiiTgly high. Even more useful than r is r2, which
shows the proportion-of variance in votes "explairVd" by race of voter. The provertion of_
votes received by the white candidate(s) varies from 6% to 98% in Figure 1; if rz is .8, we
can attribute 80%, of that variation solely to race. ,

The problem with correlation is tha,t r or r2 do not,tell which group, white or black,
is doing the bloc voting and whether they are bIbc voting for their own race. The only
eassertion that can vhlidly'be made is that a whiter precinct will produce a greater propor-
tion of-votes for the white'candidate. Tb qb! beyond-this, to state "whites are voting
white," is to commit the "ecological fallacy" of imputing to'individuals'a relationship
found to exist among groups. Overlapping percentages analysis and ecological regression
avoid this fallacy.

Overlavpli.ng_Percentages Analysis.

COrrelation can show us that groOps high in one characteristic (e.g., % white) are
likely to he high in another (e.g., vetes for white candidates). Overlapping percentages
analysis allows us to aetermine whether the individual cases within those groups that have
the given characteristic (e.g., whiteness) manifest the ekpected characteristic iii their'
dependent variable (e.g., voting white). Overlapping percentages allow us to determine how
whites and blacks actually voted in overwhelmdngly white or black precincts using simple
arithmetic. In a heavily white district we start with the assumption that all blacks who
voted did so for.white candidates (maximum racial crossover).. We can then compute the
minimum amount of kite bloc voting that must have occurred. For example, in a 95% white
precinct with one hundred voters the white candidate receives 93 votes and the black candi-
date 7 votes. Assume that all five blacks voted for the white candidate and subtract that
from the 93 votes for the white candidate. That leaVes 88 votes that had to cure from
white voters and ans that 92.6% of the whites 4188/95) had to have voted white. Even
assuming maxn gihie racial crossover, the proportion of whites voting white is still
very high.

The problem.% with this method Aare that it gives us only the minimum amount of racial
bloc voting, it is use ul for only one precinct at a time, and it can be calculated only for
overwhelmingly (more an 90%) uniracial precincts. Its utility goes beyond voting issues,
however. For instancej if you know the proportion of applicants from each college winning
fellowships for grad te study in a statewide competition, you can use overlapping percen-
tages to see if fen es or males or blacks or whites were particularly advantaged (so long
as overwhelmingly iisexual or unfracial institptions were in the.sample). And because it
is so simple, it is effective in the courtrooe.t

Ecological Regression.

Ecological regression provides ,a better estimate of racial bloc voting or other poten-
tial associations between two variables. It can be based on the entire dataset and can be
computed without anoverwheImingly uniracial precinct. It works with the "best fit lin0 of

41,
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.Figure 1, which approximates the relationship between the race of the voter and the outcome
of the election. This line is projected to the point where there are 0%.white voters,
which is where the line crosses the "y" axis. Point "A" is the point at which there are 0%
white voters. The % of votes for the white candidate at this point, 5%, must have coma
from black voters, since there are no white voters to produce them. By locating the point
where there are 100% white voters, "B", we can find the percentage of whites,who voted for
the'white candidate. This figure, about 100%, shows that whites are bloc voting white.

It is also possible to put confidence inervals around the percentages that we obtain
from ecological regression. This means that we can draw a band on ,either side Of the 're-
gression line and assert that we are 99% sure that the actual line falls within that band.
We can also perform a significance test to show how likely it is that a certain association

_was_produced by chance. In conjunction with correlation and overlapping percentages, the_ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _

result is a powerful statement of the effect of one variable kipon the other. Additional

refinements, not usally needed in' voting analyses, include multiple correlation/regression
(lookingrat the efitict of two or more variables at once on a deoendent variable) and par-
tial correlation/regression (looking at a variable's effect on another while holding a
third variable constant).

Use of Census Data.

CUT initial task in voting cases was to .demonstratethe association to show that

racial bloc voting exists because if whites are voting for blacks and blacks for whites,
then maneuvers of white officials that dilute the bladk vote and thus decrease the likeli-

hccd of black victories will be beside the point, since black candidates can be elected by

white votes. The next step is to show wily white elected Officials are not likely to
represent the needs of the black community and then to explain why the black population
majority (66* in our example), even given white bloc voting, cannot simply elect its own

candidates countywide.

More qeneraily, our initial task in doing correlation/regression analysis is to

establish an association between two variables; perhaps some alternative explanations can be

.discarded through partialling and controlling with third variables. At this point, socio-

econordc data on the two or more groups can help explain why the association between the

Table 1. Socioeconomic Status by Race, Shell County (1980 Census).

BLACKS

Education

WHITES

Aedian Education 10.4 yrs. 7.0 yrs.
illiteracy & semi-literacy 4.1 $ 27.3.* ,

Occupation
White Collar 60.2 * 18.0

Blue Colliar 39.8 $ 82.0 *
-Unemplgyed , 2.9 * 7.2 st

Income
Median Income
% .bplow the poverty line

$9782
7.3 *-

Housing
% with more than'l.person/room 6.6 %
$ families renting 24.8 %

34

$3794
49.0 *

26.6
53.3 9.
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variables exists and can show how that association relates to the overall situation of the
disadvantaged group. Census data are the most readily available reSource and include in-
formation on a wide range of potentially relevant topics, from plumbing fixtures to infant
mortality. This section offers an example of its tase.

In Southern communities, the median education for whites is typically much higher.than
for blacks. Most Whites have at least same high school education, but most blacks do not.
Whites ar.0 more likely to be emRloyed in white collar jObs; this, Ln turn, affects their
inoome level, which is more than twice as high for whites. The-physical circumstances of
the black community are also inferior. Often most whites are +rmeowners while most blacks
rent. AS renters blacks are unable to get their municipal government to improve services
because they-lack the clout of direct taxpayers. These differences mean that blacks are
likely to have different political goals. The black community is more likely to support
public-housing-and-rent-subsidiesT-whereas-fewer whites-WOuld be eligible fölt-auth-beriefits.
Blacks, aq renters, would be more interested in enforcement orinspection codes to deal with
substandard housing than white landlords who would have to comply.

The lower socioeconomic status of blacks in.sddition to shaping their goals also
affects their ability to attain them. Generally?' since blacks are more likely to be working
class, they are less able tO take time off to register and to vote. The lower med0n

Ficlire 2. Age and Sex Population Pyramid for Shell County.
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incane of he black cammuniy means less money available to contribute to political cam-
paigns and ess to spend on the media. Their limdted opportunities for education and
employment lso encourage young. blacks to leave the area. Ito results are shown in the age
and sex population pyramid, Figure 2.. The 20-24 yr. group shows a marked decrease 'for the
black population, less among the Whites ("A" on both pyramids). This means that tbe voting
age popultion (yAP) will.be a smaller * of their population for blacks than for whites,
decreasing their political strength, and that the black VAP, relative to the white, has
droppod further since the date of Census enumeration.

The election practices that were at issue in the lawsuit; -- in our case, at-large
electionsrather than election by districtis -- are the subtle contemporary counterpart8 to
the old poll tax and "interpret the constitution" requirements. In conjunction with the age
structure of the populations, the socioeconomic deterrents to black_registration.ana_Veting,_
and the near-total white bloc voting, these election practices seriously hinder black poli-
tical. partic7ipation. This conclusion is the overall point of the expert testimony. In the
qeneral case, us,i.ng census data (or other data, where available) can provide a context for
the .,Isso'ciation found through correlation/regression, so that the court will understand not
only that the association is significant% but what its importance is in the day-to-40y
functioning of the social structure.
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and inferential stptistics helps avoid confin.
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Meyer, P. (1973) Precision Journalism. BlooMington: Indiana University Press. This

sympathetic account of a journilist's encounter with social ecience and statistics makes

gocd reading for the person who needs to be able to use ideas frpm those fields but has

been put off by them in the past.

'ller, D. (1977) Handbook of Research Desi3n and Social Measurement. New York: McKay.

A compendium of boo-Roraspects oT resear6 design, helpfully arranged and

annotated.

Nie, N., et al. (1975) Statistical Package for the Socill. Sciences, New York: McGraweHill.

This eanu-iir supplies camliuter programs to calculate statistics commonly used in eocial

sdtience research.

Payne, S. (1951) The Art of Asking Questions. Princeton: Princetbh-UffiVer-pity-Pr6gt- ThiAr

old book stays in print because it helps anyone making up a survey ensure that the questions

are clear, the answers meaningful.

Raj, D. (1972) The Design of Sample Survezs. New York: McGraWLHill. Useful in addition to

Sudman beCau'se it gives specific surveys In its later pages, with partiCularly helpful

chapters on demographic and employment eurveys.

Reynolds, H. T. (1977) Analysfs of Nominal Data. Beverly Hills: Sage. Sophisticated but

compact presentation of chi-square and other ways to analyze nonparametric variables. Many

analySes, including chi-square, usually thought ot as measures of association, really amount

to significance tests (part of inferential statistics); same useful but uncommon true

measures of association are suggested as alternatives.

Siegel, S. -(1956) Nonparametric Statistics. New York: McGraw-Hill. The classic source

for many simple, yet powerful, statistical tests, including the Sign Test, Chi-square, Runs

Test, Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test, and Spearman Correlation Cbefficient. It is also clearly

written; each section concludes with a crystalline "summary of procedure."

Slonim, M. (1966) Samkonng in a Nutshell. New York: Simon an

introduction to samPling.

huster. A good simple

Smith, H. (1975) Strategies of Social Research. Englewocd Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,

In short readable chapters this bodk explains each part of.the research process from ethics

to interpretation. Written for social scientists, but the lawyer or other nonscientist will

not find the language difficult, only unfamiliar.

Sorensen, A., et al. (1975) "Indexes of Racial Residential Segregation for 109 Cities in the

United States,lr-Sociological Focus, 8, 125-142. Provides current indides of residential

segregation.

Sudman, S. (1976) A lied Sampling. New York: Academic Press. A thorough treatment or

;
sampling, with fulFdiscussion of-small-scale sampling and costs, how large the sample must

be, and different ways of taking it. ,Written for social scientistS.

Taeuber, K. and A. (1965) Negroes in Cities. Chicago: Aldine.' Analyzes residential

segregation; proposes the Index of DissiMilarity.

TaeUber,. K. and Wilson, F. (1979) Pro ect Re.ort #1: Anal

tion (draft). Madison: Instadte or esearc on Poverty. Provi es current

school segregation.

sis of Trends in. School S-er- a
ices o

38 Social Scientists (1979) "School Desegregation and Residential Segregation," Transaction/
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Socie 16 #5, 70-76. -Discusses the complex interrelationship between these two forms of

Underwood, B. (1979) "Law and the Crystal Ball: Predicting Behavior with Statistical
Inference and Individualized JUdgment," Yale Law Journal, 88, 1408-48. -Discusses how to
challenge selection systems using predictive criteria, soc:ras aptitude tests or personal
characteristics used predictiveay, 'as happens in school admissions, credit risk evaluation,
likelihood of recidivism, etc.

Verba, S. and Nie, N. (1972) Participation in America. New York: Harper. Useful introduc-
tion to political science generalizations regardibg voting behavior.

Webb, E., et al. (1966) Unobtrusive Measuresv Chicagq: Rand McNally. $ uggests wayelf_____ _

§etting daEN-Rher than through surve:ys. Tbe first chapter is marred by sociological jar-
gon, but later chapters can spur the imaginative mind to develop sources.of data that,are
particularly authoritative because they are "physical" rather than created through opinions
voiced in interviews or questionnaires.

Weleks, J. (1978) Population. Belmont: Wadsworth. Provides a good basic understanding of
demography. Part II explains the three basic population processes fertility, mortality,
and migration; Part III explains the age and sex structure and the impact of the processes
upon it. .Clearly laid out, but not a "how-to" book and does not teach specific demographic
methods.

Zelditch, ti. (1959) A Basic Course in Sociological Statistics. New York: Holt. Even'
simpler and clearer .E-an Anaerson and Zelaitch (q.v.).

Bibliographic note: In addition to the works listed above, three ptblisher's series are of
particular importance regarding applications of methodology and statistics. Many of the
works in these series are on the ''cutting edge" of the discipline, and some are written so
as to be unintelligible to the average social scientist, let alone the average nonscientist,
which restricts their usefulness. Nonetheless, potential social science experts should be
aware of them:

Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences (series), Beverly Hills: Sage. See
also other Sage books in evaluafion research, metNaology, and statistics.

Sociol..'cal Methodol..) (annual), San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. See also other
Jossey-Bass - Nnlme Mt. ogy and statistics.

1;*4 books in methodology and statistics, New York: Wiley:

CCUTRIBUDORS

Kathleen H. Courtney, a former Center intern, brings a background in sociolOgy and
law to the CLEARINGHOUSE. Her B.A. was earned at the State University of New York At
Plattsburgh in sociology; she is ncw completing her J.D. at Catholic University.

James 1. Loewen edits the CLEARINGHOUSE and is Director of Research for theiCenter. He
has-testified in civil rights cases inVolving voting rights, jury discrimination, unequal
housing assessMents, and several other issues, and is on leave from the University of
Vermont, where he is Associate Professor of Sociology.
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ICATIOUS TO THE CLEARINGHCUSE

The Sp"ring, 1979-, issue, "School and Residential Desegregation," continues to draw r&-
quests fram persons who wish to use it in school systems and commahikies undergoing dese-
gregation. The education coordinator of the human.relations cammisston of a large city
under court-ordered mettopolitan desegregation writes:

--We- are-working now-on-a-proposal-which- would- modify
our desegregationan to require more busing of
white children. Since the_issue is a hotly political
one, I could use some help-. I think it might be
advantageous to give our present school board
memberS a copy of your Spring, 1979, CLEARTNGHOUSE.
Could you send me ten copies of that issue as:soon
as possible? I would be most grateful.

We did, and were happy to know that the issue was deemed useful. Another letter requested
ten copies of our "Testing and Citizenship"- double issue, Autumh-Winter, 1978, and said:

Would you please rush this order. We need theM to
distribute to key schools before testing Considerations
for this year are complete.

CLEARINGIOUSE subscriptions have quadrupled in the last year. Many of &ir newer
scribers have requested back issues so they clm have a complete file. Ve following issuee
were published:

Vol. 1, 41, 42, .43 44.

Vol. II, 41, 42.
Vol. III, 41.
Vol. IV, 41.
Vol. V, 41, 42.
Vol. VI, 41-2 (double issue). (Sold out; available in Xeroxed form only.)
Vol. VII, 41, 42., 43-4 (double issue).

We can supply lapack issues for $2 each ($4 fOr double- issues). All fourtelark issues published

prior to'this one are also available to any subscriber who prepays in the amount of $20 --
a discount of almost 30%.

The
specific

For
national
examined
tion, if
topics.

SEEKING SOCIAL SCIENCE .

CLEARINGHOUSE wants to hear from social scientists or lawyers who have used
research or statistical'techniques in the court-roam. Please write the Editor.

the next issue, "Health Care and,Minorities," we seek compact articles with
policy.implications. send two copies and a vita to the Editor. (rrhe vita is not

until after the article is reviewed; it helps us suggest directions .for modifica-
appropriate.) eUpcaming issues will treat cultural pluralism, housing, and other
We solicit your articles or.suggestions as to potential contributors.:
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The CLEARINGHOUSE disseminates current--
:research in areas of,civil rights and
minority concern to people involved in

influencing or making public policy.
Authors are invited to submit-papers
summarizing findingi with policy
implications. Send articles or
inquiriesto James W. Ieoewen. .Address
subscription inquiries to "Editor".

The Center for National. Policy Review
is a group or lawyers and social s'Ci-

-antists_engaged_in_research_and_lesal
action,on behalf of civil rights groups
and in the interests of minorities.
We monitor-federal programs to help

assure that legislative advalces in

civil rights are translated into
policies that stem the tide of racial
polarization.

William-L. -TitylorDirector
(Education and Title VI)

Roger S. Kuhn, Co-Director
(Credit Discrimination)

:Glenda Sloane, Housing and Community
Development Director

Garlind Pinkston, Jr., Managing Attorney
(Employment and Minority Business)

Morton Skltir, Employment Project Director
-tFederal-grants, Emp1oyment4-

James W. Loewen, Dlrector of Research
(Desegregation, Cultural Pluralism)

James S. Byrne, Editor, JOBS WATCH

Erica Kearse, Editorial Assistant

l!lry Tipton', Administrative Secretery
Sr:-M. Adrienne, 0.S.B., Admin. Secretary
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